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Abstract— In this half-day tutorial, we present the current 

state-of-theart in optical networks. We begin by discussing 

the various optical devices used in optical networks. Then, 

we present wavelength-routed networks, which is currently 

the dominant architecture for optical networks. Wediscuss 

wavelength allocation policies, calculation of call blocking 

probabilities, and network optimization techniques. 

Subsequently, we focus on the various protocols that have 

been proposed for wavelength-routednetworks. Specifically, 

we present a framework for IP over optical networks, 

MPLS, LDP, CR-LDP, and GMPLS. Next, we discuss 

optical packet switching and optical burst switching, two 

new emerging andhighly promising technologies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The phrase Boptical network management and control cuts a 

broad swath in the telecommunications industry; 

consequently, our first task is to clearly define the bounds of 

this paper. First, the term optical itself tends to be used very 

broadly. For example, a popular interpretation is to classify 

any equipment with an optical interface as 

Bopticalquipment.[ This broader definition would include a 

large class of equipment that supports electrical-based 

crossconnection,such as SONET/SDH DCSs. In fact, today, 

because of the rapid evolution of small form optics, virtually 

all telecommunications equipment can support optical 

interfaces. Therefore, in this paper, we will confine 

ourselves to a more strictly defined optical layer, which 

consists of DWDM equipment and its supporting 

fibernetwork. We define this more precisely later. 

II. NETWORK SEGMENTS 

Illustrates how we conceptually segment a large national 

terrestrial network. Large telecommunications carriers are 

organized into metropolitan (metro) areas anyplace the 

majority of their equipment in buildings calledCOs. Almost 

all COs today are interconnected by opticalfiber. The access 

segment of the network refers to the portion between a 

customer location and its first (serving)CO. Note that the 

term Customers[ could include another carrier. The core 

segment interconnects metro segments. Networks are further 

organized into network layers that consist of nodes 

(switching or cross-connect equipment)and links (logical 

adjacencies between the equipment)which we can visually 

depict as network graphs vertically stacked on top of one 

another. Links (capacity) of a higher layer network are 

provided as point-to-point demands (also called traffic, 

connections, or circuits, depending on thelayer) in lower 

layer networks. See [10] and [11] for moredetails about the 

networking and business context of thissegmentation. 

 
Fig. 1: Network Segments 

A. IP Over Optical – A Framework: 

The issue of how IP traffic will be transported over an 

optical network has beenaddressed by IETF’s IP over 

optical (IPO) working group in the [63]. The mainfeatures 

of this intern draft are summarized in this section.An optical 

network is assumed to consist of interconnected optical 

subnetworks,where an optical sub-network consists of 

OXCs built by the samevendor. An optical network is a 

single administrative network. Optical network can be 

combined to form an optical internetwork. An optical 

network is used asa backbone to interconnect a number of 

different IP networks, as well as otherpacket networks such 

as ATM and frame relay. In Figure 6, we show two IP 

networksinterconnected via an optical network. We note that 

the edge IP router Ais connected to the edge IP router B via 

a lightpath. 

B. Optical Burst Switching: 

Optical burst switching (OBS) is a technique for 

transmitting bursts of traffic through an optical transport 

network by reserving resources through the optical network 

for only one burst. This technique is an adaptation of an 

ITU-T standard for  burst switching for ATM networks, 

known as ATM block transfer (ABT) [64]. It is a new 

technology that has not as yet been commercialized. The 

main idea of OBS is shown in Figure 11. End-devices A and 

B communicate via a network of OBS nodes by transmitting 

data in bursts. An OBS node can be seen as consisting of a 

switch fabric and a CPU which controls the switch fabric 

and also processes signalling messages. The switch fabric is 

an N ×N switch, where each incoming or outgoing fiber has 

W wavelengths, and it switches incoming bursts to their 

requested output ports. It may or may not be equipped with 

converters. Early proposals for OBS required an OBS node 

to be equipped with optical buffers. However, more recently 

it has been proposed to use bufferless OBS nodes. 
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Fig. 2: An Example of Optical Burst Switching 

III. ALL-OPTICAL NETWORKS PERSEVERE 

Despite some of the early doubts regarding all-optical 

networks,and the competition from PIC/OEO technology, 

allopticalsystems are the predominant technology in 

today’score networks. The ‘perseverance’ of all-optical 

networks isin part due to the development of several 

enabling technologiesthat have simplified the operation of 

these networks.One of these technologies is the tunable 

transponder, whichcan be tuned to any of the system 

wavelengths. As their costshave decreased, tunable 

transponders have displaced fixedtransponders, which are 

capable of generating/receiving onlyone particular 

wavelength. The ability to remotely set thetransponder to 

whichever wavelength has been assigned to a connection 

simplifies the network operation. Tunability alsoalleviates 

transponder inventory and sparing issues, whether inan all-

optical or OEO network. 

A. Digital Optical Network™ Architecture Benefits: 

Infinera has introduced a new transport network 

architecture,the Digital Optical Network, that leverages 

fundamentaladvances in both large-scale photonic 

integration and opticalsystem architecture to create a 

disruptive shift in networkarchitecture and economics. A 

Digital Optical Networkenables carriers to deploy an optical 

service platform into metro, regional and long haul core 

transport networks tomaximize service flexibility, minimize 

bandwidth costs, simplifynetwork operations, and 

consolidate network architectures.This paper outlines the 

concept and benefits of an InfineraDigital Optical Network, 

including the ability to consolidate network architecture, 

maximize customer revenue capture, andreduce both capital 

and operating costs. 

B. Advanced Network Management and Control 

Capabilities: 

In Fig.  note that we divide private line traffic intotwo 

categories: traditional and BoD. Although BoD hasbeen a 

popular study and topic of publication for years,few carriers 

have implemented full-fledged services forDCS layers, let 

alone the optical layer, as we noted in observation 5) in 

Section V-A. For example, the authorsof this paper 

pioneered AT&T’s OMS from its first proof of concept (in 

early 2000s) up until its service launch in2005, which was, 

at the time, one of the first truly longdistanc high-rate BoD 

services. See [9] and [30]. 

However, adhering to the narrower definitions of 

thispaper, we note that although OMS uses the 

termBoptical,[ it is actually provided by the IOS layer. 

Asmentioned previously, the IOS layer is an 

intelligentbroadband DCS layer. However, of relevance 

here, OMSwas enabled because of the sophisticated 

networkmanagement and control capabilities of the IOS 

layer.Once a customer has his customer premise 

equipmentconnected via the access/metro segments (a 

Bpipe[) tothe IOS in the core CO, he/she can set up circuits 

ondemandbetween any of his interfaces at the 

variouslocations, up to the pipe capacity. Furthermore, the 

IOS layer provides extra channels for restoration and 

thereforethe extra capacity needed for BoD demand can 

share therestoration channels, which is key to its 

successfulbusiness case. 

 
Fig. 3: Potential Future Core Network Architecture 

C. IP Networks Interconnected By an Optical Network: 

the optical networking and IP communities come together to 

definestandards, the constraints and new realities (e.g., the 

explosion in the numberof channels in the network) imposed 

by the optical layer and WDM technology will certainly 

affect our long-held assumptions regarding issues such as 

routing,control, discovery, etc., which have been developed 

for mostly opaque electronicnetworks. As we carefully 

rethink these issues in the context of transparent (oralmost-

transparent) optical networks, protocol design will certainly 

evolve tobetter accommodate the new technology. 

Therefore, we expect that the controlplane protocols will 

continue to be refined and/or replaced by new, more 

appropriateones. The interested reader should frequently 

check with the activitieswithin IETF and OIF for the most 

recent developments. 

 
Fig. 4: IP Networks Interconnected By an Optical Network 
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D. A Digital Optical Network Combines the Benefits of 

Digital Transport with the Scale of WDM: 

A Digital Optical Network therefore simplifies nodal 

architecture by consolidating digital transport, flexible 

multi-service add/drop, and multi-wavelength capacity into 

a common Digital Node for core networks, complementing 

local SONET/SDH and data service Platform. 

 
Fig. 5: Digital Optical Network Architecture Consolidates 

Digital Transport, WDM Capacity, Bandwidth   

Management, And Multi-Service Add/Drop 
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